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Article

Macro Photography - Not Just About Getting Close
by YEO Wee Han

Category: Macro

COMPOSITION
Rule of thirds…. everyone has heard of it a trillion times but how many of us actually abide by it?
Many do, I must say BUT blindly. Why? The reason is simple; the rule cannot be applied to all
situations. There are subjects that can justify being placed in the centre of the frame. For the
picture right above which is a close-up of a Common Lime Butterfly up front, knowing that it would
be an attention grabber since this view of it was so unusual, I wasn't hesitant to place it in the
middle of the frame where it would be the most attention-grabbing.

So don't just follow the rule blindly…… maybe it should be renamed as the 'Guide of Thirds'
instead……coz it's not a 'RULE'
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BACKGROUND
Take a look at one of the
images by renowned
photographers such as John
Shaw or Arthur Morris, be
it the image is a close-up of
a maple leaf or a sandpiper
along the mudbank;
Chances are the
backgrounds are clean,
thrown out-of-focus and at
times complement the
subject so very well. When
I started out, I thought that
so long the subject was in
focus and well-exposed, a
great image was in hand. I
couldn't be more wrong….
by getting my images
critiqued, I realized that my
pics had backgrounds that
were a mess and by
reading up I learnt what
apertures and longer lenses
can do to throw the
background out-of-focus
and narrow the angle of
view (one of the main
reasons why I yearn for the
200 macro) so that less of
it is taken in the image.
And in this field of
photography, each minute
movement of your setup
can result in changes in the
background and not just the
composition. Changes of
the aperture of even an f-
stop makes a difference so
to all those who claim that
macro should always be
done at f/8 or f/16, you
have been misled.

There is no reason why the aperture should be set smaller than needed. I have used apertures from 2.8
to 32, which f-stop I use is determined by how much of the subject do I want it to be in focus and how
much background detail I want in the final image. So the next time you're out shooting, pay extra
attention to the background, it's role in the image is as important as the subject!

THERE WILL NEVER BE
NONE…….
One fine evening, I headed
for a grass patch near my
home that was filled with
mimosas and vernonias.
Lesser grass blues start
perching on them in the
evening, ready to rest for
the night. Great light and a
great subject, I thought.
But I wasn't prepared for
what I saw when I
reached......the grass was
trimmed, void of any of the
mentioned weeds that the
lesser grass blues love to
perch on so much!
Frustrated, I decided to
leave when I chanced upon
a snail, less than 2cm in
diameter on a log. Having
not gotten a shot of a snail
before, I attached a 2X
teleconverter on my macro
lens which gives me a
resulting magnification of
2:1 or twice life-size. I
then set up in advance of
it's path so that it would
cross my field of view.
After a few misses which
had me shifting the whole
setup, it came into my
field-of-view and paused,
peered up at my lens
which was 
only inches away,
scrutinised it and moved
on. That pause allowed me
to expose 2 frames.
My point here is that there
isn't really such a thing as
'nothing to shoot.' There is
a subject, just that we
don't look hard enough.

PATIENCE PAYS
In macrophotography being patient pays. There have been countless times when I had to wait for what
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seemed like an eternity for that damn breeze to come to a halt (I wish for the opposite on those hot
days). For the shot of the pair of mating day-flying moths, I was shooting by a road, so whenever a
vehicle came by, the strand of vernonia that the mating pair was perched on would sway and it seems
like forever before it stayed still again.

And each time, I had to
shift my setup to
recompose and focus and
considering that I was
working on a grassy slope,
it was quite a task. It took
a little less than an hour
before everything came
together. Even though I did
receive a number of stares
from passerbys when they
saw me in a contorted
position and one turned
away giggling when I rolled
down the slope after losing
my balance, I couldn't care
less. To me all is worth it
when I get the films back
and peer through my loupe
and see that a moment has
been frozen in time.

Some Advice:
1) Use any form of support:
Something as simple as a
piece of clothing rolled up
and propped on something
solid is much than better
than the 2-legged form
called "handholding".
Though I would recommend
the 3-legged form called a
tripod.

2) Experiment: Many of my
better images were from
'wasting film' with different
settings for both ambient
and flash exposures.

3) Read Up: I would highly
recommend John Shaw,
George Lepp and Larry
West for their great texts
on macrophotography.

4) Bracket: Not just for
difficult metering situations
where your camera meter
has difficulties (it's
infallible) but for factors
like the slightest wind and
subject movement that can
occur during the exposure.

5) Take notes: And refer
to them when your slides
are on the lightbox and
start recognizing your
mistakes. Digital shooters
should do the same;
there's no shortcut in
photography.

6) Do not fear criticism and
don't let that compliment
get to your head: One of
the best ways to learn is to
get your images critiqued
and accepting the
comments.

7) Modify the light (block,
add or lessen). Lessening
the intensity of light can
be as simple as using a
white trash bag wrapped
over a car windshield and
holding it over your
subject. Sloppy-looking but
the results won't be.
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8) Not every subject needs to be shot at the maximum magnification available. Before I move in to a
subject, I pre-visualize what I would want to include in the frame and from there I estimate the
magnification rate needed for the subject. There is simply no need to shoot at 1:1 all the time.

9) If you're getting serious into macro, nothing beats a macro lens. They come in a variety of focal
lengths but if budget allows, get the 200mm macros (in some brands, they're 180mm). They provide a
longer working distance and have a narrower angle of view so that backgrounds are less of a problem.
Should one require higher magnifications, the tripod collar provided is a big plus as they allow ease of
usage with extension tubes and teleconverters. They don't come cheap though at two and a half grand
for the originals. A cheaper alternative would the third party ones that are perfectly ok and come at less
than half the price, a real value for money.

10) Be realistic, don't expect instant results overnight. It took me almost a month to understand what in
the world depth-of-field was and almost half a year to recognize tones and when to override the
suggested exposure reading.

I can go on and on but to really be the best macro naturephotographer you can be is to get outdoors,
experience the difficulties: be it setting up your equipment, searching for your subject or just getting
the exposure right. Think of solutions and at the same time making sure that you're causing minimal
stress to your subject. With time, you'll also realize that macro naturephotography isn't all about getting
close. Good Luck.
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